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JEWISH RIGHT TO ISRAEL

G-D GIVEN IN BIBLE & CONQUERED BY THE BLOOD OF 22,000 JEWS WHO WERE KILLED IN THE ARAB PROVOKED WARS AND POGROMS FROM 1860-2010.

ALL COUNTRIES WHAT THEY CONQUER they keep JEWS ARE NO DIFFERENT. PEACE for PEACE not PEACE for the LAND OF ISRAEL WILLED BY G-D FOR JEWS IN THE BIBLE AND CONQUERED BY JEWS.

Banning Jews from living in historical Jerusalem OR HISTORICAL ISRAEL IS DISCRIMINATION. IT IS THE SAME AS BANNING BLACKS FROM LIVING AND BUILDING HOMES IN ANY PART OF THE USA.

A NEW SOLUTION TO THE ISRAELI -PALESTINIAN CONFLICT HOW ISRAEL CAN REMAIN A JEWISH AND DEMOCRATIC STATE.

LET ALL PALESTINIANS GO TO JORDAN AND SAUDI ARABIA. WE WILL HAVE AN EXCHANGE OF POPULATIONS, JEWS FROM ARAB COUNTRIES CAME TO ISRAEL AND THE ARABS GO TO JORDAN- 80% OF THE TERRITORY MANDATED IN 1920 FOR A JEWISH HOMELAND. GREAT BRITAIN ARBITRARILY SLICED OFF 80%OF THE TERRITORY ARTIFICIALLY CREATING JORDAN. THE MAJORITY OF JORDANIANS ARE PALESTINIANS. LET THE ARABS CHANGE THE NAME TO PALESTINE. FOR EVERY JEW KILLED 1001 NON JEWS ARE KILLED BY THOSE WHO KILL JEWS. JEWS ARE THE CANARY IN A COAL MINE.
Addressing all reality.

Tora and Judaism must address all reality. When archeologist and scientists present empirical evidence that bones exist that they carbon dated to have lived millions of years ago we must reconcile with our understanding of the Bible that claims that G-d created the world in seven days. There exists two ways to reconcile [1] We can state that the archeologists’ and scientists’ data is not accurate. Who says that the oxidation of matter 5,768 years ago occurred at the same rate that it occurs today? There exists no one alive today who was alive 5,768 years ago when the world was created who took such tests that archeologists are taking today. Consequently, it is pure speculation and no more than a religious belief that the rate of oxidation 5,768 years ago was the same as that today. The same is true with the bones of animals found and the bones of what appears as homosapiens. Who says that these bones are not of those animals and humans who perished in the great deluge at the time of Noah. Who is alive today who was alive 5,000 years ago who can deny that these are the skeletons of the animals and humans who were destroyed by G-d in the great deluge. All nations and cultures have in their folk lore and religion some trace and comment about this great natural disaster. This is the explanation of Rav Kamenetzki Rosh Yeshiva of Torah Vodaat.

[2 ] A second approach is to concede that the archeologists and scientists are correct. When the C Bible states that G-d created the world in seven days it refers to the days of G-d that can be a million or a billion years each. The theory of evolution can also be integrated.
G-d created the world in a manner that more advance forms of life metamorphose from less complex forms of life. According to the writings of Kaballah we are living in the 9999 world. Other prior worlds were created and destroyed by G—d. There were humans alive who behaved like animals—apes. So G-d turned them into apes. This is a reverse of Darwin’s theory of evolution. rather that man comes from monkeys; monkeys come from man. The Torah that we possess in the Talmud and its summary in the Shulchan Aruch does not discuss prior worlds. The Talmud and Shulchan Aruch discuss our world that we live in today. What difference does it matter any way if there existed homo sapiens prior to Adam? Even if they did exist, G-d could have created Adam as related in the Biblical story. Even if the universe is millions or billions years old and the archeologists and scientists are correct, God could have created our present world after a prior world was destroyed. Historical records exist for the last 5,000-5,700 years ago. THE TORAH THAT WE HAVE IS VIABLE FOR MAN EVEN IF THE UNIVERSE IS BILLION OF YEARS OLD. This is the position of Rav Kook for Chief Rabbi of Israel who died in 1936. This is also the position of Rav Herz chief Rabbi of Great Britain. The Pentateuch and Hafotoras Soncino Press edited by dr. J.H. Herz. See his introduction to Genesis.

The Torah is not a scientific journal. The Rambam when he discusses the make up of stars and planets was writing using the scientific and philosophical knowledge that existed in his time 900 years ago. If today scientists prove his theories erroneous, so what. That has no effect as to what the Rambam writes regarding Ritual Laws Civil Laws and Criminal Laws of the Torah. G-d at Sinai 3400 years ago did not reveal scientific knowledge. He revealed only laws regarding Ritual Civil and Criminal matters.
Thus one can disregard and smile at what the RAMBAM AND OTHER MEN LIVING 900 YEARS AGO ASSUMED EXISTS ON THE STARS AND PLANETS. If they claimed that the moon and the planets were inhabited by angels we can see that such is not the case when man landed on the moon. When we send a mission to Mars or Venus or Saturn or Jupiter we can ascertain that these planets have solid surfaces and are not gaseous matters inhabited by angels. Such is the explanation of Rav Kamentezki in his book emet LeYaakov on the Pentateuch, chapters 22 23 24 25 SEE VOL 3

SENDER BEN SHAUL ARYEH AND SISEL BAS MOSHE OD CHAIM - MATUK BEN YECEZKEL AND GEORGIA BAS SHAUL OD CHAIM - STILL LIVE MY INLAWS TRACE THEIR ANCESTRY OVER 2600 YEARS AGO TO THE JEWS EXILED BT NEBUCHADNETZER TO BABYLONIA AT THE FIRST DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE. THE MOVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF THE JEWS REMAINED IN BABYLONIA - NOW IRAQ AND DID NOT RETURN TO ISRAEL WITH EZRA AND NECHEMIA. THEY BUILT YESHIVOT - GREAT TORAH CENTERS THAT FINALLY PRODUCED THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD THAT IS THE SOURCE FOR ALL LEGAL DECISIONS. THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD TAKES PREFERENCE TO THE JERUSALEM TALMUD. ALL AGGADOTS MEDROSHIM AND BOOKS OF KABBALA SUCH AS THE ZOHAR. EVEN WHERE THE MEDROSHIM STATE A DEFINITIVE DECISION OF HALACHA ARE NOT GIVEN ANY WEIGHT IF THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD OR THE JERUSALEM TALMUD CONTRADICT THE ZOHAR — KABBALAH. UNLESS ONE HAS STUDIED ZOHAR AND KABALAH FROM A
TEACHER WHO HAS MASTERED ALL THE TALMUD AND FOUR PARTS OF THE SHULCHAN ARUCH SUCH AN INDIVIDUAL HAS ACQUIRED DISTORTED INACCURATE AND KNOWLEDGE THAT CAN EASILY LEAD HIM/HER ASTRAY FROM THE TRUE FAITH OF JUDAISM. THE REASON IS BECAUSE ALL THE LAWS AND PHILOSOPHY OF JUDAISM ARE INNER RELATED. WE WILL DEMONSTRATE LATER THE TRUISM OF THIS CONCEPT. IT IS THE SAME AS ASKING A BLIND MAN TO DESCRIBE AN ELEPHANT WHO NEVER KNEW OF ITS EXISTENCE. HE WILL SAY THAT IT IS LIKE A SNAKE WHEN HE TOUCHES ITS TRUNK. OR ELSE HE WILL SAY THAT IT IS LIKE A TREE TRUNK WHEN HE TOUCHES ITS FOOT. UNLESS ONE HAS THE ENTIRE PICTURE ONE WILL DEFINITELY ERR AND COME UP WITH INACCURATE ASSESSMENTS OF JUDAISM. ALL THE FALSE MESSIAHS SUCH AS SHABSE TZVE IN 1549 AND JACOB FRANK IN 1770 WERE LED ASTRAY AND LED OTHERS ASTRAY BY THEIR BASIC IGNORANCE OF THE TALMUD AND ALL THE LAWS OF THE SHULCHAN ARUCH. AS A RESULT THEY ANTAGONIZED THE MUSLIMS AND CHRISTIANS AND WERE FORCED TO CONVERT TO ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY THESE RELIGIONS WELCOMED THEM -AS SUPPORTING ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY. ONE CAN EASILY SLIDE DOWN THE SLOPE OF APOSTASY BY SUBSTITUTING ONE’S OWN DISTORTED CONCEPTS FOR 4000 YEARS OF TRADITION. THE SAME IS ALSO TRUE IF ONE HAS ATTENDED YESHIVA TILL 3PM THEN RUSHES OFF TO COLLEGE AND THEN LAW SCHOOL-THAT TAKES 8 YEARS.; INSTEAD OF LEARNING THOSE 8 YEARS FROM 9AM TO MIDNIGHT AND...
MASTERING ALL THE TALMUD THAT IS THE BACKBONE OF THE FOUR PARTS OF THE SHULCHAN ARUCH.

ONE CAN AFTER COMPLETING 8 OR 10 YEARS LEARNING AT YESHIVA THEN GO TO LAW SCHOOL. HOFSTRA AND HARVARD UNIVERSITY WILL ADMIT ONE TO STUDY LAW IF ONE HAS A BACHELOR IN TALMUDIC LAW, THAT YESHIVOT LIKE LAKEWOOD CHOFETZ CHAIM TORAH VODAATH MIRRER YESHIVA TIFERES YERUSHELAYIM CHAIM BERLIN SHAAREH TORAH SHAR YOSHUV LAST BUT OF EQUAL IMPORTANCE THE LUBAVITZER YESHIOT TELZ AND MANY YESHIVOT IN ISRAEL - ALL OFFER SIMILAR PROGRAMS. OR AN AMERICAM UNIVERSITY LIKE TURO COLLEGE OR YESHIVA UNIVERSITY WILL ACCEPT THE CREDIT FROM AN ISRAELI INSTITUTION. JOHN HOPKINS AND LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY TODAY WILL RECOGNIZE SMICHA AS A COMPLETE BACHELOR AND WILL ENABLE ONE TO PURSUE A MASTERS DEGREE.

I AGREE THAT EVERY ONE SHOULD HAVE A PROFESSION OR A TRADE IN ADDITION TO SMICHA. HOWEVER ONE SHOULD GET THE SECULAR KNOWLEDGE AFTER ONE HAS STUDIED FOR 8-10 YEARS AT YESHIVA FROM 9AM TO MIDNIGHT. NO ONE IS COMPETENT TO RULE ON ANY LAW OR PHILOSOPHY IN JUDAISM UNLESS HE HAS MASTERED AND OBSERVES ALL THE FOUR PARTS OF THE SHULCHAN.

ALL THE LAND OF ISRAEL —ERETZ YISROEL was given by G-d to the DESCENDENTS OF JACOB - YAAKOV; not to the descendents of ISMAEL OR ESSAV. THOSE ARABS OR PALESTINIANS HAVE NO
LEGAL RIGHT TO ANY PART OF ERETZ YISROEL THAT INCLUDES HISTORICAL JUDEA SAMARIA GAZA THE GOLAN HEIGHTS AND OF COURSE ALL OF JERUSALEM AND MODERN ISRAEL.

ALL CHRISTIANS AND JEWS BELIEVE THAT THE MESSIAH WILL NOT COME UNLESS THE JEWS ARE IN POSSESSION OF AN INDEPENDENT COUNTRY IN HISTORICAL ISRAEL THAT INCLUDES ALL OF JERUSALEM JUDEA SAMERIA GAZA GOLAN HEIGHTS AND MODERN ISRAEL.

THE THEFT OF GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE IN STEALING 80% OF HISTORICAL ERETZ YISROEL AND CREATING AN ILLEGITIMATE ARAB COUNTRY – JORDAN - IS NULL AND VOID. THE THEFT OF THE UNITED NATIONS IN ROBBING THE JEWS FURTHER AND TRYING TO CREATE A PALESTINIAN STATE IN JUDEA SAMARIA AND HALF OF JERUSALEM IS BLATANTLY ANTI-SEMITISM IN ORDER TO DESTROY THE JEWS’ RIGHT TO ERETZ YISROEL. LET ALL THE PALESTINIANS GO TO SAUDIA ARABIA AND CREATE AN INDEPENDENT STATE THERE. THAT TERRITORY WAS CREATED BY GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE FOLLOWING THE DISMANTLING OF THE TURKISH EMPIRE IN WORLD WAR I.

AT THE MOST THE ARABS HAVE 80% OF ERETZ YISROEL TODAY - JORDAN. LET ALL PALESTINIANS GO THERE AND RENAME THE COUNTRY PALESTINE OR CREATE A SEPARATE COUNTRY.
PALESTINE FROM THE TERRITORY OF JORDAN. NO PALESTINIAN IS TO REMAIN IN ERETZ YISROEL.

We will then have an exchange of populations; the Jews from the Arab countries who were expelled and went to Eretz Yisroel, and all Arabs will go to SAUDIA ARABIA OR JORDAN. THIS IS SIMILAR TO THE EXCHANGE OF POPULATIONS OF HINDUS AND MOSLEMS - THE MUSLIMS WENT TO PAKISTAN AND THE HINDUS WENT TO INDIA AFTER GREAT BRITAIN LEFT GREATER INDIA FOLLOWING WORLD WAR II. THE SAME THING HAPPENED WITH THE GERMANS LIVING IN POLAND, CZEKELSOVAKIA AND PARTS OF RUSSIA FOR HUNDREDS OF YEARS. THEY PROVIDED A PRETEXT FOR HITLER TO INVADE THESE COUNTRIES. They all were expelled to Germany following World War II. It is only the Palestinian civilians who are the root of the problem in the Middle East who are not transferred to SAUDIA ARABIA OR JORDAN BECAUSE OF THE BLATANT ANTI-SEMITISM OF THE ENEMIES OF THE JEWS - THE ALTER EGBO OF THE UNITED NATIONS. ALL RESOLUTIONS AND LAWS THEY DECREE ARE NULL AND VOID. THEY PROCLAIM THAT THE TERRITORY CONQUERED BY JEWS IS NOT LEGAL. LET THESE HYPOCRITES PRACTICE WHAT THEY PREACH FIRST BEFORE THEY LECTURE THE JEWS. THEN ALL THE GREAT NATIONS OF THE WORLD - GREAT BRITAIN FRANCE GERMANY RUSSIA WILL DISAPPEAR SINCE THEY ALL STOLE THEIR LANDS FROM THEIR WEAKER NEIGHBORS. THE PALESTINIANS WANT ALL JEWS REMOVED FROM ANY PART OF ERETZ YISROEL. THEY WANT TO STEAL FROM THE JEWS. LET US USE THE SAME YARD
STICK. NO PALESTINIANS ARE TO LIVE IN ANY PART OF HISTORICAL OR NEW ERETZ YISROEL INCLUDING JERUSALEM.

THE DEMAND THAT ISRAEL DISARM AND RELINQUISH ITS ALLEGED ATOMIC ARSENAL IS ANOTHER ATTEMPT TO FORCE ISRAEL TO COMMIT SUICIDE. THESE ANTI-SEMITES WHO THEMSELVES POSSESS ATOMIC WEAPONS DO NOT WANT TO DESTROY THEIR OWN ARSENAL OF ATOMIC WEAPONS AND CALL FOR A WORLDWIDE BAN OF ATOMIC WEAPONS; BUT RATHER A BAN OF ATOMIC WEAPONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST. THAT WOULD MEAN THAT PAKISTAN A MUSLIM COUNTRY CAN TRANSFER ATOMIC WEAPONS TO ANY OTHER ARAB COUNTRY ONCE ISRAEL HAS DEPRIVED ITSELF FROM ATOMIC WEAPONS. OR WHAT STOPS NORTH KOREA OR CHINA TO TRANSFER ATOMIC WEAPONS TO ISRAEL’S ENEMIES. THE PROPOSAL THAT ISRAEL DISARM FROM THE U.N ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY IS ANOTHER MANIFESTATION THAT THE WORLD BODY IS AN ALTER EGO AND CLONE OF ANTI SEMITES WHOSE INTENT IS TO DESTROY ISRAEL AND ALL JEWS. THERE EXISTS ONE BILLION MUSLIMS AND ONE BILLION NONMUSLIMS WHO WOULD CELEBRATE THE DESTRUCTION OF ISRAEL AND EXTERMINATION OF ALL JEWS. THE ONLY REASON THEY HESITATE IS BECAUSE ISRAEL HAS ATOMIC WEAPONS. YES, THEY WANT ALL JEWS EXTERMINATED; BUT NOT IF THEY THEMSELVES WILL ALSO BE EXTERMINATED. NOW THEY PROPOSE LIKE THE BIBLE STORY OF DALLIA THAT SAMSON CUT HIS HAIR WHICH WAS THE SECRET TO HIS MIRACULOUS
STRENGTH AND THUS loose his edge over his enemies. Let all those in the USA who support this treachery know that a Sunamma will be created and they will be out of office and lose their power if they dare meddle in the very existential secret of the survival of Israel and the Jews. For the G-D of Israel does not slumber. For all who bless the state of Israel and the Jews will be blessed and live and survive to eternity.

Israel can not be compared to Iran. Israel never threatened any one. Iran threatens to wipe Israel off the map. Iran is developing long range missiles that can wipe Europe and the USA off the map.

G-D exclaims to Rachel - the Jewish mother - I have heard your 2,700 years of crying for the exile and holocausts of your children. That has ended. I - G-D - am returning your children to their ancestral homes in the resurrected State of Israel. Jeremiah 32:14-17.

The Geula the messianic era has begun in 1948 with the Creation of Israel. Do not be deceived and seduced by the same antisemites who have killed 6 million of your children to lose Israel by not uprooting and exterminating the terrorists who presently kill and maim Jews and nonJews with suicide bombings, roadside shootings and indiscriminate rocket attacks.
FOR EVERY JEW THEY KILL AND MAIM THEY KILL AND MAIM 1,001 NONJEWS IN IRAQ AFGHANISTAN GREAT BRITAIN FRANCE GERMANY SPAIN NORTH AFRICA AND THE USA. THE MORE TERRORISTS - IRAN SYRIA HAMAS HIZBULAH FATAH - WILL SENSE THAT THEY ARE BEING APPEASED THE GREATER WILL BE THEIR ONSLAUGHT ON THE CIVILIZED WORLD.

IT IS NOT ONLY JEWS BUT 1001 NON JEWS FOR EVERY JEW HURT. WORLD WAKE UP! THE NAZIS COULD NOT BE APPEASED AND NEITHER CAN THE PRESENT FASCIST ARAB THREAT TO CIVILIZATION. THE ONLY LANGUAGE THEY UNDERSTAND IS TO SPEAK THEIR LANGUAGE - EXTERMINATE THEM.

RECIPROCATE IN KIND. ACT LIKE THE ALLIES DID AT DRESDAN GERMANY HIROSHOMA AND NAGASAKI THAT ENDED THE SECOND WORLD WAR. ACT LIKE THE ALLIES DID IN BOSNIA IRAQ 1992 AND 2002 WITH CARPET BOMBINGS UNTIL THE ENEMY WAS EXTERMINATED AND CERTAINLY DEFEATED. WE ARE NOT PLAYING MARBLES FOR FUN. EVERY TIME WE ACT HUMANELY TOWARD TERRORISTS WE ARE AIDING AND ABETTING IN THE MURDER OF JEWS. CURE THE PROBLEM BY SHIPPING ALL THE PALESTINIANS TO JORDAN. THAT REPRESENTS 80% OF MANDATED PALESTINE THAT WAS CREATED BY GREAT BRITAIN IN 1920 AS A PALESTINIAN STATE.
ALEF OF BERASHIT NEVER WAS WRITTEN BECAUSE IT SIGNIFIES THE ALMIGHTY WHO ALWAYS EXISTED AND TRANSCENDS CREATION. ALL BOOKS OF THE TALMUD LIKewise BEGIN WITH BETH OR PAGE 2. ALEPH IS WRITTEN IN HEBREW BY COMBINING A VOV, THAT STANDS FOR SIX, AND TWO YUDIN AT THE TOP AND BOTTOM OF THE VOV. EACH YUD STANDS FOR 10 THUS YOU HAVE 26 - THE NUMERICAL NUMBER VALUE FOR G-D’S HEBREW FULL NAME.

The author was ordained at the Mesivta Torah Vodaat after studying for 10 years. He also was ordained by Rav Moshe Feinstein. He is in business for himself. The author is independent and owes no allegiance to any one other than G-d Himself and the Torah that he has studied daily for the past 50 years since being ordained. He studied and consulted a few times each week with Rav Moshe Feinstein and Rav Piekarsky for over 30 years as long as each of them was alive.

Author of Moshe Emet Vetoroto Emet - Netezach Yaakov Yoseph - Responsa on the Four Parts of the Shulchan Aruch - 7 volumes - approbation Rav Piekarski halachic advisor to Rav Shneirson Lubavitzer Rebbi and Rav who ordained rabbis at Lubavitzer Yeshiva on many responsa and Rav Steinberg from Rehovot Israel; Halachic Perspective Bio Medical Ethics - Ohr Tzipora — Zvolumes - approbation Rav Moshe Feinstein and Rav Piekarski and son of Rav Shor for Rav Shor Dean of Mesivta Torah Vodaath; Translation and Commentary of Aruch Hashulchon - Laws of Nidah and Mikvah - Ohr Sisel - 7 volumes - approbation Rav Piekarski ; Who is a Jew -Dynamics of Halacha -1 volume - approbation Rav Moshe
Feinstein Rav Piekarski and son of Rav Shor for Rav Schor; Philosophy of Judaism and Mysticism - 1 volume; Discipline - Synthesis Talmud and Modern Psychology 1 volume; 4,000 YEARS JEWISH ISRAEL-JERUSALEM JUDEA SHOMRON GOLAN HEIGHTS GAZA WAR AGAINST JEWS AND NONJEWS FOR EVERY JEW KILLED 1,001 NONJEWS ARE KILLED JEWS ARE THE CANARY IN THE COAL MINE. Anti Semitism= hatred and murder of the Jews and later nonJews who are different or not part of the anti-Semites - a study of what happens when there does not exist a divorce of church and state what happens where there does not exist freedom of speech and religion? 1 volume.- In total 20 books; 360 audio cassettes and videos - translation of many of the tractates of the Jerusalem Talmud into English with commentary and summary of Four Parts of the Shulchan Aruch and Responsa on many of the related subjects discussed in the Jerusalem Talmud. Lectures given over six year period. All the books and cassettes and videos in tribute to my father and mother OF BLESSED MEMORY.

Now a tribute to the living.

Without the love and devotion and care of my wife I could accomplish nothing. In the words of Rav AKIVA –

ALL WHAT I AM I OWE TO HER.
SHMA YISROEL
HEAR O ISRAEL

MOSHE EMET-VETOROTO EMET
MOSES – THE GREATEST PROPHET WHO EVER EXISTED
REPRESENTS TRUTH AND HIS TORAH IS TRUTH

7.8th Principles of Faith from
The Principles by Rambam Maimonides
This is the Mosaic faith that is Judaism.

NER MITZVAH VETORAH OHR
MITZVOT ARE LIKE A CANDLE – HUMANS SERVE AS
INSTRUMENTS TO DO G-D’S WILL AND TORAH IS AURA. TORA IS
THE INTELLECTUAL SPIRITUAL COMPONENT OF MITZVOT
THAT ENABLES HUMANS TO ACHIEVE UNION WITH THE DIVINE.

The essence of Judaism is the Written Law - the Pentateuch and the Oral law
that is written in the Talmud. Both were given by G-d to millions of Jews
and non Jews at Sinai 3,400 years ago. The Jews during 40 years of
wandering in the Sinai desert wrote down on papyrus the laws that Moses
and the elders taught them. These manuscripts comprised the Oral law. They
were edited and formed the Mishna Tosephta and Gemorah and were written
during the period of 200 BCE to 500 ACE in the Jerusalem and Babylonian
Talmud. For the last 2,000 years tens if not hundreds of thousands if not
millions of commentaries and responsa have been compiled. All this knowledge have been summarized by the Riff Rambam and finally compiled into the Rosh Tur and later Shulchan Aruch by the Bais Yosef Karo and the Ramo. There have been additional summaries by the Levush, the first Luvavitzer Rebbe, the Chofetz Chaim and the last one the Aruch Hashulchon. There exists tens if not hundreds of thousands of commentaries and responsa on the Shulchan Aruch.

All the Torah in our possession today both written and Oral - the Talmud is the identical Torah given to Moses at Sinai. There exists no difference in the sanctity of the any verse in all the five books of the Pentateuch. If even one letter in the Sefer Torah is missing the Seffer Torah - Holy Scroll is void and one can not be used to read the Torah. Orech Hashulchon Orech Chaim 1:11. Every Mitzvoh Positive Commandment and Negative Prohibition of the Torah is important. True, there exists the Ten Commandments, the Thirteen Principles of faith drawn up by the Rambam. There also exists summaries such as - the world stands on three foundations – Torah, Avodah worship and Gemilat Chasodim - the doing of kindness. There also exists Hillel’s famous words ma desono loch al taase Irhavercho- what is detestable to you you shall not do to another regardless of sex race color religion or national origin.

However all these attempts to summarize Judaism or highlight dominant points such as the Thirteen Principles of Faith by the Rambam -Maimonides does not mean that these principles are to be given greater sanctity than any other Positive or Negative Commandment. Orech Hashulchon Orech Chaim 1:13, 14.
Although these Principles are philosophical in nature they still fall under and are governed by the same dynamics as all the other areas of the Torah. The same dynamics and decision making that decides issues in the rest of the Torah govern regarding these philosophical principles. The Rambam stated positions of faith on most of the issues that represent a consensus of accepted positions by all Jews. Such as the Unity of G-d that there exists no partners or subdivisions to the G-d Head. This issue is what separates Judaism from Christianity and Hinduism and Buddhism. Rambam states that only G-D created all matter and all non matter-thou the state that G-d created before creation. Every thing that exists or ever existed spiritually - hashomayim and physically -hoorertz was created by G-D. Both the spiritual and the physical creation are linked and depend on each other for existence. He created the universe in order to have the souls of men both Jewish -Soul of Yisroel and non Jewish the Soul of Abraham find perfection by each observing the Torah that was designated for each. Both must observe the rational laws the seven principles of the children of Noah. Jews must also observe the non-rational laws the chukim such as the laws of Sabbath Holidays dietary laws and laws of family purity. Jewish women have different laws to observe than Jewish men in order to reach perfection. They are exempt from all laws that are precipitated by time such as tefilin Tzitzis sukkah lulov and shoffer. Kohanim have additional restrictions to observe than other Jews in order to reach perfection. -They can not marry a divorcee. They can not be in the same room with a deceased person- or visit the cemetery except at the funeral of a very close relative such as a parent or one of their offspring.
The living force and providence of G-d continuously creates and maintains the universe. Would G-d for a split instant cease creation and maintenance of the universe the universe would simultaneously disintegrate into Tohu-nothingness - that was created by G-d before creation of the universe. It is Divine Providence that exists every split second that maintains the universe and all the laws of nature that exist through out the universe. G-d can elect when to abrogate the laws of nature and perform a miracle. According to Rambam at creation G-d designated at what periods of history miracles would occur - such as the exodus from Egypt; the splitting of the Red Sea; the Revelation at Mt. Sinai; the giving of the Torah to mankind; the giving of the manna food that dropped from heaven to feed millions of Jews and non Jews during 40 years in the Sinai desert; angels protected them from the elements - heat during the day and cold at night and poisonous reptiles insects and wild animals during the 40 years in the dessert. Miracles occurred when the Jews conquered Canaan. Miracles occurred that Jews survive for the last 2000 years in the Diaspora that I elucidate in my book - the war against the Jews and non Jews 325ACE - 2007. Miracles did occur during the holocaust and G-d saved 12 million Jews. It was Divine Providence that the Nazis believed that they were Super people and did not need the Jews or their scientific contributions that they dubbed Jewish math science and medicine. They banished Jewish scientists like Einstein and Freud and other geniuses and burned their books and forbade teaching their theories and scientific discoveries. These men went to the Allies and Einstein and other Jewish scientists banished by the Germans helped discover and build the atom bomb. It was Divine Providence that gave the Nazis their sense of superiority that ultimately led to their doom and resulted in saving of 12 million Jews in the free world and billions of non Jews.
Would the Nazis have been had more modest and kept their Jewish scientists they could have won the war and killed all the Jews all over the world.

Another miracle was that the Nazis attacked Russia and wasted their resources with the Eastern front rather than conquering England. They took on the USA and sealed their fate by fighting the whole world. Another miracle was their uncontrollable hatred for the Jews that they strangled economically the German Jews in 1934-1939 and the German Jews were forced to leave to other countries and most of them were saved from the holocaust. Another miracle was the Russian pogroms in 1880 that forced millions of Jews to flee Russia and Poland for other countries in the West the USA Canada Central and South America and Australia. Another miracle was that the Russians in 1914-1916 forced the Jews in those areas of Poland that were near the front in the first World War against Germany that were near the front to be evacuated since they suspected that they would betray them to the Germans. These Jews were not killed. Many of them remained in Russia and were sent to Siberia. Thus they and their children were saved from the Nazis. The same thing happened with those Jews who escaped Poland in 1939 and fled to Russia. Another miracle was the creation of the modern state of Israel in 1947 within the ocean of world anti-semitism. Another miracle is the continuous survival of the State of Israel among 100 million sworn Arab enemies for the last 60 years. Thus the Hand of G-d is visible for one who wants to see.

Man must not rely on miracles; but must behave and maintain a lifestyle that is in accordance with the normal laws of nature. G-d helps those individuals who help themselves. Many people are angry at G-d why the virtuous suffer
and sinners prosper. However people need to know that G-d will reward the
pious and honest humans and punish all who disobey - each one according to
their degree of willfulness and arrogance. However as a general rule reward
and punishment can not be observed immediately. Some or many people are
rewarded or punished in the here after in the next world. However since
miracles occur very rarely all humans must behave in accordance with
natural laws. G-d helps those humans who help themselves. Unfortunately
many virtuous people suffer and are killed if they do not look out for
themselves according to natural means. Would the Jews have possessed
Israel in 1939-1945 millions of Jews would have been saved.
Mechon Mamre

Here you will find the Hebrew Bible (Tanah<h) and the RaMBaM’s Complete Restatement of the Oral Law (Mishneh Torah): Together these give God’s full guidance for both Jews and Gentiles in all times and places detailing what God expects us to do and not do. Through the study and observance of these two guides to Torah (God’s instructions) we can all live richly rewarding lives and avoid painful errors. Both our online and offline Bible and Mishneh Torah texts have been carefully prepared, and they are as accurate as found in the very honest printed editions. (Additional materials are also provided, but they are not the heart of this site.)

http://www.mechon-mamre.org/

Agunah

www.agunah.com

Our Mission: SHOLOM BAYIS – Preserve All Marriages.
There exists an epidemic of divorces. Jewish existence is threatened.